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Abstract
Wind power is increasingly being used as a source of renewable energy in order to create
electricity for the power grid in the United States. Among renewable energy sources, wind power
comes second to hydropower in the creation of electricity for the United States, though it is on
track to pass hydropower. While there are many wind farms on land, companies and the United
States government are beginning to look at offshore wind farms. This paper explores the wind
energy sector in the United States, while also examining wind energy’s contribution to the power
grid, and its financial and natural capital savings. In fact, the United States just opened its first
offshore wind farm off the coast of Rhode Island in December 2016. Chapter One discusses
renewable energy as a whole and how the new offshore wind farm has already hit many
milestones. In order to accomplish this, data has been taken from the IPCC, as well as
environmental economics, electricity, and other greenhouse gas emission reports to show how
wind energy, and more specifically offshore wind energy, is benefitting the United States.
Chapter Two addresses the environmental design of the wind farms by looking at site planning
and the engineering and architecture of the turbines. Chapter Three examines the environmental
politics surrounding offshore wind farms which includes the acquisition of permits, receiving
proper funds, and the approval of the local people. Therefore, there is a strong political aspect
that needs to be considered with the creation of wind farms that cannot be overlooked, despite
the appealing quality of sustainability that comes with the turbines. Chapter Four analyzes the
economics of offshore wind farms by looking at their financial, social, and environmental
impacts. Lastly, Chapter five takes a look at the future by assessing what can be gained with the
creation of more offshore wind farms, and what the United States’ wind energy plan should look
like.
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Introduction: The Greenhouse Gas Problem
Traffic congestion plagues the world’s cities. Factory farms own an incredible amount of
cattle. Rainforests continue to be overharvested. Electricity usage is constantly expanding.
People in third world countries are rely on coal and wood fires. The consumer society
encourages an excess of goods.
All of these examples add greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Cars emit carbon
dioxide while idling in traffic. Cattle produce methane, a more potent greenhouse gas than
carbon dioxide. The overharvesting of trees releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. Trees
also take carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere, so while they are being destroyed, less carbon
dioxide is being taken out of the atmosphere. The production of electricity is currently dependent
on the burning of fossil fuels which releases greenhouse gas into the air. Many people in third
world countries do not have access to cleaner fires for cooking, so they are forced to burn coal
and wood for cooking and heat, which significantly adds to the carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. The consumer society demands a constant stream of goods being produced. These
goods get used, thrown away, and replaced, adding to the global waste problem. The creation
and transportation of these goods releases tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
The greenhouse gases that become released because of human activity allow heat in the
form of infrared radiation from the sun to enter the Earth, but these greenhouse gasses do not
allow the infrared radiation to pass back through into space; and instead, absorb it. This causes
global warming and climate change, both of which are currently producing devastating impacts
on Earth. Global warming and climate change are problematic for our Earth for many reasons.
Higher temperatures cause glaciers to melt which contributes to a rising sea level. Species cannot
adapt to the change in temperature quickly, and many arctic species have a declining population
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because their habitat and ecosystems are being destroyed due to the rising temperature.
Precipitation in the form of rain and snow has increased globally, while certain areas of the Earth
are stricken with drought and water depletion. Storms like hurricanes will become more common
and powerful. Diseases will be able to spread more rapidly with rising temperatures.
While there is a plethora of solutions to stop global warming and climate change, turning
toward renewable energy will be very beneficial for the Earth. Renewable energy includes solar,
wind, geothermal, hydropower, and biomass. Technology for renewable energy is constantly
being perfected, but more funding and acceptance needs to take place in order to prevent the
effects of global warming and climate change from getting too out of hand.
This paper will focus on electricity, and how wind energy and offshore wind energy can
be harnessed to power the electric grids. Chapter one takes a look at data revolving around the
greenhouse gas problem and our current ecosystem. It will also look at the renewable energy
sector as a whole in terms of electricity production, and then more specifically dives into the
Block Island Wind Farm, America’s first ever offshore wind farm. Chapter two discusses the
creation of the offshore wind farms by taking a look at the costs and equipment that are needed
to build and design one. Furthermore, certain locations may be better suitable for the wind farms,
and this chapter will consider different locations for building the ideal offshore wind farm.
Chapter three focuses on the political aspects of creating an offshore wind farm. There are a lot
of red tape and approvals needed in order to begin production of an offshore wind farm, and it
can take years just to get the proper permission. Chapter four takes a look at the economics of a
wind farm and compares it to the use of coal for electricity. Lastly, chapter five offers policy
solutions for what can continue to be done to halt global warming and climate change with the
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aid of wind energy. The greenhouse gas problem can be stopped, and wind energy is a strong
asset and alternative for producing electricity.

Chapter One: How Can Offshore Wind Farms Help? The Block Island Wind
Farm
In this chapter I will provide an introduction to electricity production in the United States. I will
then assess how the current model for generating electricity is causing climate change through
carbon emissions and greenhouse gases. Next, I will analyze how the Earth’s ecosystem services
are being affected by climate change, and why humans should care more about them from an
economic standpoint, while also providing some example of economic incentives to protect
ecosystem services. I will then introduce the basics of wind energy and its potential. Lastly, I
will showcase the Block Island Wind Farm, which will be used as a case study throughout the
paper.
United States Electricity Production. Electricity is a very important resource that humans
rely heavily on, and it is increasingly being seen as a human right globally. The electric grid is a
system of interconnected networks that carries electrical power from the producers of electricity
at power generating plants to individual consumers and demand centers. In the United States,
most electricity is produced using steam turbines. Steam turbines work by converting the kinetic
energy of a fluid (liquid or gas) into mechanical energy. The steam rotates up a shaft connected
to a generator which converts the mechanical energy into electrical energy. Steam turbines are
usually powered by fossil fuels like coal, natural gas, and petroleum, in which the fossil fuels are
burned in a furnace in order to produce the steam.1

1

U.S. Energy Information Administration, Electricity Explained, U.S. Energy Information Administration, accessed
September 20, 2017, https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/index.cfm?page=electricity_in_the_united_states.
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In 2016 in the United States, natural gas was the largest energy source for electricity
generated in the United States at 34%. Coal created about 30% of the electricity for the United
States. Other sources and their percentages are shown in the diagram below:

Figure 1 – Source of U.S. Electricity Generation, 2016.

Natural gas and coal both account for almost two thirds of electricity produced in the United
States. This is extremely problematic because they both contribute heavily to the greenhouse gas
problem.
On the contrary, renewable energy provided about 15% of the electricity supplying the
electric grid in the United States. Of the 15%, hydropower produced 7%, and wind power
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produced 6%.2 While wind power is still behind hydropower, it is currently on track to surpass
hydropower.
Climate Change. The world’s production of electricity relies heavily on the use of fossil
fuels, which is contributing to climate change in the form of carbon dioxide emissions. For the
world, “the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide has increased by about 32% (from
about 280 to 376 parts per million in 2003), primarily due to the combustion of fossil fuels and
land use changes. Approximately 60% of that increase (60 parts per million) has taken place
since 1959.”3 This has caused, “the globally averaged combined land and ocean surface
temperature data as calculated by a linear trend show a warming of 0.85 [0.65 to 1.06] °C 2 over
the period 1880 to 2012.”4 Not only has the ocean been warming, but the pH has also lowered by
.1, leading to the ocean becoming more acidic because of the uptake of carbon dioxide being
absorbed.5

Land and ocean surface temperature increase. Source of IPCC.

2

Ibid., 1.
Ecosystems and Human Well-being: Synthesis (Washington, DC: Island Press, 2005), 4, accessed March 16, 2018,
http://www.millenniumassessment.org/documents/document.356.aspx.pdf.
4
IPCC, Climate Change 2014 Synthesis Report, by R. K. Pachauri and L. A. Meyer, 2, 2014, 4 accessed Mach 16,
2018, http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/syr/AR5_SYR_FINAL_SPM.pdf.
5
Ibid., 4
3
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Humans have steadily caused the increase in climate change due to a growing world
population and world economy, and energy needs and reliance. Not only is carbon dioxide from
fossil fuel combustion and industrial processes a major source of greenhouse gases, but methane
and nitrous oxide also have increased in levels. Methane is roughly twenty to thirty times more
potent than carbon dioxide. Large sources of methane emissions include coal mining, an increase
in temperature in wetlands causing more methanogenesis, fossil fuel emissions, and cows.
Nitrous oxide sources include fuel combustion and coal fired power plants, agriculture in the
form of fertilization and livestock manure, and biomass burning.

Figure 4- Carbon Dioxide, Methane, and Nitrous Oxide emission growth. Source of IPCC.

While the Earth naturally produces greenhouse gases, the increase in global temperature
is clearly correlated to the increase of greenhouse gas emissions by humans. The increase in
greenhouse gas emissions is largely due to population and economic growth. A larger population
means more people producing greenhouse gases, and economic growth relies heavily on
technology and energy that which creates greenhouse gases. The IPCC reports that, “emissions
of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion and industrial processes contributed about 78% of the total
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GHG emissions increase from 1970 to 2010.”6 There also continues to be an increase in the use
of coal for energy, as renewable energy continues to be improved and made cheaper.
Ecosystem Services. Climate change has devastating effects and is actively destroying our
ecosystem services. In order to set the framework for our current world and to evaluate our
current ecosystem and its services, I will use the “United Nation’s Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment.” The goal of the report was to, “establish the scientific basis for actions needed to
enhance the conservation and sustainable use of ecosystems and their contributions to human
well-being.”7 This assessment is important because it helps link human wellbeing to the
ecosystem and its services. Humans rely heavily on ecosystem services; these services include
food, water, fuel, recreation, nutrient cycles, and soil formation; to name a few. However, the use
of fossil fuels is degrading our ecosystems because of climate change. With a rising global
temperature, 20% of coral reefs were lost, and another 20% have been degraded in the past few
decades, in addition to the 35% of mangrove area that has been destroyed.8 Rising global
temperatures is just one of the many factors harming coral reefs and mangroves area; others
include pollution, overfishing, and invasive species. Coral reefs provide habitats for marine life
and serve as a biological hotspot for species. The destruction of mangrove forests is also an issue
because they store a lot of carbon, so their destruction adds to global carbon emissions. They also
serve as storm buffers, so as storms become more powerful due to climate change, there will be
less protection for the mainland. In addition to habitat destruction, the assessment found that
taxonomic groups are declining for a majority of species, and that the total number of species is
declining as a whole which is lessening the gene pool and biodiversity.9 This is because species

6

Ibid., 5.
Ecosystems and Human, V.
8
Ibid., 3.
9
Ibid., 4.
7
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are not able to adapt to the rapidly changing temperature. It is important to preserve biodiversity
because all animals and plants have a right to life, and also because humans rely heavily on
biodiversity for food, products, and general economic prosperity.
The Economic Aspects of Ecosystem Services. Ecosystem services have a huge impact on
the global economy. Without ecosystems, humans would not be able to create products and items
to obtain wealth. However, these services are often viewed as infinite, which lowers the price of
a product. The lower price is also a result of ecosystem services not being traded on the markets,
and because, “markets fail to provide appropriate signals that might otherwise contribute to the
efficient allocation and sustainable use of the services.”10 Also, the product’s pricing does not
take into account the negative impacts on the environment. For example, trees are harvested for
paper (among other things). Cutting down trees reduces the amount of oxygen in the air because
less trees are photosynthesizing. In addition, trees store carbon is released upon being cut down,
harvesting trees requires energy and is usually powered by coal, and paper production also
causes carbon emissions. However, paper is still relatively cheap because it does not take into
account the negative impacts of its carbon emissions. The carbon emissions contribute to
respiratory issues and global warming, not to mention the habitat destruction that deforestation
inherently causes, but all these negative impacts are not included in its pricing.
There is a lot that can be done to economically incentivize the protection of ecosystem
services, and many measures have already been taken. One idea is to eliminate subsidies that
promote an excessive use of ecosystem services. These subsidies can cause, “greater food
production in industrial countries than the global market conditions [warrant], overuse of
fertilizers and pesticides in those countries, and [a reduction in] the profitability of agriculture in

10

Ibid., 21.
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developing countries.”11 This would yield many environmental benefits, and poor people who
would be negatively impacted by the end of the subsidies would need to be compensated.
Another idea is use more economic and market-based approaches in managing ecosystem
services. Some approaches include having taxes or fees for “external costs,” payment for
ecosystem services, and mechanisms that allow for a change in consumer preferences.12 In fact,
Costa Rica already has a nationwide system of conservation payments to induce landowners to
provide ecosystem services; “Under this program, Costa Rica brokers contracts between
international and domestic “buyers” and local “sellers” of sequestered carbon, biodiversity,
watershed services, and scenic beauty.”13 Mirroring this legislative action elsewhere or requiring
developers to pay for conservation activities as a result of their inevitable harm to the
environment could help offset the total destruction of ecosystem services.
Wind Energy and Its Potential. Wind power is collected through wind turbines, and a
group of wind turbines is a wind farm. They capture the energy from, “stronger, more reliable,
and less turbulent winds found at higher altitudes.”14 Wind is an abundant renewable energy
resource, and in 2009, a Harvard University study found that wind power could produce up to
forty times the world’s current use of electricity.15 The United States alone has enough wind
potential to meet its electricity needs 16 to 22 times.16

11

Ibid., 21.
Ibid., 21-22.
13
Ibid., 22.
14
G. Miller and Scott Spoolman, Living in the Environment, 17th ed. (Belmont, CA: Brooks/Cole, 2012), 416, PDF ebook.
15
Ibid., 416.
16
Ibid., 417.
12
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The American Wind Energy Association provides important details on wind energy
statistics in the United States, which I will discuss. Currently in the United States, there is an
installed wind capacity of 82,143MW; this is enough to power 25 million homes in America.17

Figure 5- Total installed wind capacity. Source of the American Wind Energy Association.

There are approximately over 52,000 operating utility-scale wind turbines, with wind projects
ranging across 41 states and Puerto Rico and Guam.18

17

American Wind Energy Association, Wind Energy Facts at a Glance, American Wind Energy Association, accessed
March 16, 2018, https://www.awea.org/wind-energy-facts-at-a-glance.
18
Ibid., 1.
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Figure 3- States with operating utility-scale wind energy projects and their MW production. Source of the American
Wind Energy Association.

In addition, there has been $143 billion invested into wind energy projects over the past 10
years, and over 100,000 jobs created because of wind energy.19 The United States is finally
starting to harness its wind power and meeting with great results.
Offshore wind farms are also increasingly being created. While they are costlier to install,
the speeds of wind are stronger and steadier over water than over land. Offshore wind farms have
an enormous potential in the United States. Off the Atlantic, Pacific, and Great Lakes coasts and
shores, there is enough wind power to generate electricity for the whole country.20 In fact, even
just off the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, wind power could generate enough electricity to replace all
the coal-fired power plants in the country.21
The Block Island Wind Farm. Clearly, offshore wind farms are beneficial for the
production of electricity, and America just had its first offshore wind farm open up off the coast
19

Ibid., 1.
Miller and Spoolman, Living in the Environment, 418.
21
Ibid., 418.
20
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of Rhode Island. The Block Island Wind Farm was created by the Deepwater Wind Company
and began its commercial operations in December 2016. It consists of five turbines and produces
thirty megawatts, which is enough megawatts to power every home on the island.22 In addition,
“it will emit 40,000 fewer tons of greenhouse gases per year than fossil fuels would to generate
the same amount of energy,” which is the equivalent of taking 150,000 cars off the road.23
Already the wind farm has met been met with great success. Not only is it contributing to the
New England power grid, but it has also helped shut down a diesel plant that had been previously
providing electricity for the island. I will be using the Block Island Wind Farm as a case study
and example throughout this paper in order to discuss the designing aspects of a wind farm, the
politics behind creating a wind farm, and also to portray the economic benefits of an offshore
wind farm.

Chapter 2: Designing an Offshore Wind Farm
This chapter will discuss the creation of wind turbines, offshore wind farms, and wind energy.
First, I will explain the common components that make up a wind turbine and allow it to operate.
Then I will discuss the benefits of an offshore wind farm and provide a general comparison to
their inland counterparts while also describing common site designs and problems. I will also
describe how offshore wind farms transmit power to the inland. Lastly, I will go into specific
detail on the design choices of the Block Island Wind Farm.

22

Leanna Garfield, "America's first offshore wind farm launched with GE turbines twice as tall as the Statue of
Liberty," Business Insider, accessed March 16, 2018, http://www.businessinsider.com/ge-wind-farm-block-island2017-5/#the-block-island-wind-farmis-rated-at-30-megawatts-which-is-the-amount-required-to-powereveryhome-on-block-islanderic-crucerey-the-farms-project-manager-tells-business-insiderit-will-emit-about-40000fewer-tons-of-greenhouse-gases-per-year-than-fossil-fuels-would-to-generate-the-same-amount-of-energy-thatsthe-equivalent-of-taking-150000-cars-off-the-road-1.
23
Ibid., 1.
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Designing a Wind Turbine. The most common type of wind turbine is the horizontal axis
wind turbine (HAWT). The turbine gets its name because the axis of rotation is parallel to the
ground.

Figure 6- Components of a wind turbine. Source of J.F. Manwell.

The rotor is the part of the wind turbine that consists of the hub and blades. The most
common wind turbines today are built with upwind rotors (rotor faces the wind) and three blades.
The rotors are usually built with fixed blade pitch, meaning that owners can control the direction
that the blades are facing. The blades on the rotor are made from composites of fiberglass
reinforced plastics.24

24

J. F. Manwell, J. G. McGowan, and Anthony L. Rogers, Wind energy explained : theory, design and application
(n.p.: Wiley, 2002), 5.
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The drive train is made up of the rotating parts of a wind turbine. This includes a lowspeed shaft (on the rotor side), a gearbox, a high-speed shaft (on the generator side), support
bearings, breaks, couplings (to drive the generator), and rotating parts of the generator. The
gearbox speeds up the rate of rotation of the rotor that can range from a low value (tens of rpm)
to a higher value that may be more suited for driving a standard generator (hundreds or
thousands of rpm).25
The two main types of generators are the induction generator and the synchronous
generator; both of which have a constant rotational speed when the generator is connected to a
utility network. Induction generators are commonly used for wind turbines that are connected to
the grid because they are rugged, inexpensive, and it is easier to connect them to an electrical
network. Another option for a wind turbine that will be used for electrical power generation is
the variable speed wind turbine. These have reduced wear and tear, and can allow the wind
turbine to work at maximum efficiency over a wide range of wind speeds, which increases
energy capture.26
The nacelle and the yaw orientation system are important because they include the wind
turbine housing, the main frame, and the yaw orientation system. The main frame allows for the
mounting and proper alignment of the drive train components, while the nacelle cover protects
contents from the weather. The yaw orientation system keeps the rotor shaft properly aligned
with the wind. There is usually an automatic yaw control system with its wind direction a wind
direction sensor.27

25

Ibid., 5
Ibid., 6.
27
Ibid., 6.
26
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The tower and foundation are important for supporting a wind turbine. The tower is most
commonly built with free standing steel tubes, lattice towers, and concrete towers. The height of
the tower is usually one to one and a half times the rotor diameter. The tower needs to be stiff in
order to prevent vibrations between the rotor and tower.28
The control portion of the wind turbine includes the sensors, the controllers, the power
amplifiers, and the actuators. The sensors manage the speed, position, flow, temperature, current,
and voltage. The controls manage the mechanical mechanisms, electrical circuits, and computers.
The power amplifiers consist of the switches, electrical amplifiers, hydraulic pumps and valves.
The actuators are the motors, pistons, magnets and solenoids. These all work together to control
the wind turbine, limit the torque and power of the drive train, maximize fatigue life, and
maximize energy production.29
Offshore Wind Farms. In this section, I will talk about the designing of an offshore wind
farm and performing a site analysis. While there are political and economic factors to consider
while designing an offshore wind farm, I will save those for their respective chapters. In
addition, the design and site analysis of the offshore wind farms will be based on European
offshore wind farms because America has only just created its first offshore wind farm.
However, I will analyze the design aspects of the Block Island Wind Farm in its own section at
the end of the chapter.
Offshore wind farms have a few notable advantages. The ocean has a relatively smooth
surface which results in low surface roughness and low turbulence intensity and wind shear. This
means higher low-level winds which allows for greater energy capture, lower tower heights,

28
29

Ibid., 6.
Ibid., 7.
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lower fatigue damage, and longer turbine life. Notably, these effects increase with distance from
land in the downwind direction.30
There are two types of offshore wind farms: near shore (<6km) and far shore (>6km). In
Europe, there are currently more near shore wind farms even though wind farms farther from the
shore will create more energy because the wind speed is higher. This is most likely due to the
fact that wind farms farther out to sea have to deal with a deeper seabed, higher construction and
operating costs, and higher grid connection costs, all of which could offset its higher energy
yield.
Not only is there a difference in distance from shore, but there is a large energy yield
difference when comparing offshore wind farms to inland ones. Based on wind coming from the
land, “the energy yield can be 25 to 30% higher 5 to 6 km from the shore, whereas it is 12 to
15% lower 5 to 6 km inland.”31 Therefore, the difference between 5 km inland and 5 km offshore
can be 30 to 45% energy yield. At sea, wind is also less turbulent which improves the quality of
power and extends the life of the blades.
Design for Offshore Wind Farms. There are many different design constraints for
offshore wind farms than inland wind farms. Bad weather and long distances to the shore are
both important aspects that need to be considered when designing an offshore wind farm. Bad
weather has the power to disrupt the flow of energy and harm the wind turbines, while distance
effects construction and repair costs. Luckily, turbine manufacturers are creating wind turbines
that are specifically meant to be offshore. Generally, offshore wind turbines tend to have, “larger
arrays of larger machines which are optimized for a more difficult environment, easier and less

30

Ibid., 404.
Mukund R. Patel, Wind and Solar Power Systems, 2nd ed. (Boca Raton, FL: Taylor & Francis Group, 2006), 120121.
31
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frequent maintenance, and less space for additional equipment”32 as compared to their on-shore
counterparts. Bigger turbines are also used to lower the per kW infrastructure costs, though tower
heights do not need to be as large because there is low wind shear when far from the shore.
Being offshore, there is less of a concern for noise, which would allow for greater tip speed ratio
machines. A higher tip speed ratio reduces component sizes and costs and improves turbine
efficiencies. Two bladed turbines may also be favored in offshore applications because they are
able to achieve higher speeds (90 m/s as opposed to the 75 m/s of three blades) without reaching
dangerously high stress levels.33
There are also different types of foundations that can be used. Concrete gravity
foundations have been a common one. The top of a concrete gravity foundation is, “conical to
break up pack ice,” and they also have, “boulders around the circumference for erosion
protection.”34 The cost of a gravity foundation is proportional to the water depth squared, and
they tend to be restrictively heavy and expensive at a water depth greater than 10m. Another type
of foundation is the steel gravity foundation, which are used at depths of 4-10m. These are
upright cylindrical steel tubes filled with olivine ballast on site and placed on a flat steel box on
the seabed. They have a low transportation weight, and they only have a small cost increase per
depth because the cost mainly accrues from ice and wave forces.35 Monopile foundations are
steel piles that are driven 10-20m into the seabed. While it does not require any seabed
preparation, it does need heavy-duty piling equipment, and it does not work in seabed with large
boulders. The cost is also dependent on wave size and pack ice forces.36 Lastly, the tripod

32

Ibid., 406.
Ibid., 406.
34
Ibid., 406.
35
Ibid., 406.
36
Ibid., 406.
33
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foundations are anchored to three steel piles driven 10-20m into the seabed. They are more
suitable for larger water depths (at least 6-7m) and seabed without boulders.37 As for deeper seas,
floating wind turbines have been proposed by using spar buoys or more complex floating
pontoons to support them. While fixed foundations must resist wave action, “floating
foundations must be designed to minimize interactions between periodic excitation by the waves
and turbine dynamics.”38
A few other design issues include,
“permitting requirements, shipping lanes, fishing areas, fish, mammal and bird breeding
and feeding habits, existing underwater communication and power cables, visual concerns (for
near-shore wind farms), storm tides and seas, seabed properties, underwater currents, underwater
archaeological sites, designated marine sanctuaries, competing uses (recreation, defense), the
available infrastructure and staging areas for construction (cable laying vessels, barges for
installation, etc.) and transportation for maintenance.”39

Severe climates should also be taken into account when deciding what type of turbines to
build on an offshore wind farm. High temperatures, “can thin lubricants, degrade the operation of
electronics, and may cause excess motion in mechanical systems that expand with heat,” while,
“moisture and humidity can corrode metal and degrade the operation of electronics.”40 To
counteract moisture problems, the designer may use desiccants, dehumidifiers, and sealing
systems. As for colder climates, turbine icing is a significant problem. It can degrade turbine
performance, cause misleading information for the sensors, rotor imbalance, malfunctioning
aerodynamic brakes, downed power lines, and be a danger for personnel. Special blade coatings
like Teflon or black paint can reduce ice buildup, and the designer can also incorporate heating

37

Ibid., 406.
Ibid., 406.
39
Ibid., 408.
40
Ibid., 409.
38
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systems or other devices to dislodge accumulated ice. Cold weather can also cause mechanical
functions due to many materials becoming brittle which is why many turbines operating in cold
weather have heaters on the critical parts of the turbine. Thunderstorms also effect wind turbines
because lightning can damage blades and mechanical and electrical components. To protect from
lightning, the designer should, “[provide] very low impedance electrical paths to the ground that
bypass important turbine components, [protect] circuitry with voltage surge protects and [design]
a low impedance grounding system.”41 Taking into account the climate is important as installing
the correct turbine eliminates longer down times and expensive maintenance.
Power Transmission. While there is a lot of electrical energy created out in the sea by the
wind turbines, it is important to be able to transmit that power to shore. For offshore wind farms,
power is usually transmitted through cables that run underwater. The two most common types of
cables are the AC cable and the DC cable.
The AC Cable is used across almost all existing wind farms. The AC cable has a couple
disadvantages when dealing with large megawatt ratings and long transmission distances
including an increase in power loss, and the cable capacity may be limited (which can be offset
by using more cables).42
The DC Cable is used to eliminate the disadvantages of the AC cable. While it clearly has
a lot of positives, it is several times more expensive than AC cables, and it still has power loss.43
The turbines in a wind farm are connected in linear groups by the cable(s), and each line
has its own cable capacity. When the cable becomes damaged, it could knock out all the turbines
connected to it. Cables often become damaged from ship anchors and sea currents, so they are

41

Ibid., 410.
Ibid., 128.
43
Ibid., 128.
42
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usually deep underground, but not too deep because it would not be practical. This also adds to
the cost of creating a wind farm because burying cables and pipes underwater requires
underwater earth moving equipment like umbilical lines to pump seawater into the ground to
create trenches, and chain cutters for rocky sea beds.44
Designing the Block Island Wind farm. The Block Island Wind farm completed
construction in December 2016. The wind farm is 3 miles southeast of Block Island, and
approximately 16 miles south of the Rhode Island mainland. It features,
“a WTG [(wind turbine generator)] Array that consists of five 6-MW WTGs spaced
approximately 0.5 mi (0.8 km) apart, a 34.5-kV, 2-mi (3.2 km) submarine cable system connecting
the WTGs (Inter-Array Cable), a 34.5-kV, 6.2-mi (10-km) export Cable that connects the WTG
Array to the BIWF Generation Switchyard located within a new substation on Block Island (Block
Island Substation), a 34.5-kV, 21.8-mi (35.1-km) BITS Cable to provide power to the Rhode
Island mainland by interconnecting with TNEC’s 34.5-kV distribution system in Narragansett, and
two switchyards at either end of the BITS: one on the BIPCO property on Block Island (BITS
Island Switchyard within the new Block Island Substation) and one in Narragansett (the
Narragansett Switchyard), and an O&M facility proposed to be located in the Point Judith area of
Narragansett.”45

Below is a table that describes the impacts and avoidances, minimizations, and mitigation
measures that Deepwater Wind needed to consider when construction the Block Island
Wind Farm. After the table, there is a bird’s eye view schematic plan of the wind farm.
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Figure 7- Table describing potential impacts and avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures. Source of
Deepwater Wind and Tetra Tech.
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Figure 8- Proposed turbine layout for the Block Island Wind Farm. Source of Deepwater Wind and AWS True
Power.

Chapter 3. The Political Arena: A Fight for Offshore Wind farms
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Politics can make or break the construction of an offshore wind farm. While there are many
obvious positives to building a wind farm, such as wind being environmentally friendly by
having fewer emissions than conventional electrical generation power plants, many opponents
still argue that some environmental impacts outweigh the positives. In this chapter, I will discuss
the many arguments that opponents use to block the construction of offshore wind farms. There
are many environmental and social aspects and impacts to consider, which it is why it may be
difficult for companies to obtain approval. Next, I will describe the many permits and approvals
the Block Island Wind Farm needed in order to come into existence. Lastly, I will analyze Cape
Wind, and offshore wind farm that was never built due to the political chaos it caused.
Birds. One of the most common arguments made against wind turbines is their impact to
birds. Wind turbines and their power transmission lines can kill birds. The adverse effect that
wind turbines and wind farms have on birds include, “bird electrocution and collision mortality,
change to bird foraging habits, alteration of migration habits, reduction of available habitat, and a
disturbance of breeding, nesting, and foraging.”46 Therefore, opponents become worried about
bird populations, and often cite wind energy development as a violation of the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act, and/or the Endangered Species Act. However, there are also some benefits for birds
because of wind energy development including the, “protection of land from more dramatic
habitat loss, provision of perch sites for roosting and hunting, provision and protection of nest
sites on towers and ancillary facilities, protection of expansion of prey base, and the protection of
birds from indiscriminate harassment.”47
While there are many problems that wind turbines can cause on the bird population, there
are ways to prevent wind turbines from having an immediate effect on the bird population. The
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most important mitigation concept is to avoid migration corridors. When performing site
analyses, one should look at the local flight patterns, bird usage of the defined area, and assess
bird risk. Other mitigation ideas include: “[using] fewer, larger turbines, [avoiding] micro
habitats, [using] alternate tower designs, [removing] nests, prey base management, [burying]
electrical lines, and conservation of alternative habitats.”48
Furthermore, it would be essential for developers to meet with local zoning or planning
authorities, and ecological and biological experts in order to make sure that other flora and fauna
are not disturbed. There should also be an ongoing monitoring plan in case effects come after
installment.
Visual Impact. Another common argument that people make against wind turbines is that
it takes away from the natural beauty of the landscapes. This subject is very difficult to assess,
because there are many different opinions people have about the visual impact of wind turbines
and wind farms. It is important for designers to take into account the, “visual clarity, harmony,
balance, focus, order, and hierarchy,”49 during the preliminary design process because if it
disrupts the natural appearance of an area too much, it is going to be hard to get the plan
approved. Some of the more important aspects for a designer to think about to avoid this political
issue is to analyze the factors that influence the visual impact including, “the type of landscape,
the number and design of turbines, the pattern of their arrangement, their color, and the number
of blades.”50
There are also a variety of mitigation strategies that a designer can make to avoid this
conflict. These include minimizing the visibility to service roads, using low profile structure
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types to avoid the land looking more urbanized, using uniform color, structure type, and surface
finishes, installing electrical lines below ground (though if above ground, select an appropriate
route), prohibiting lighting except for air craft security, and planning a proper layout of the wind
farm.51 While this political issue features an assortment of design considerations, it is important
to plan ahead and make sure the project complies with local policies and guidelines for visual
quality, and to keep in contact with the local people about their opinions on the visual qualities.
Noise. Wind turbines can create noise, but it is subjective to each member of the public.
The most common effects of noise from wind turbines are annoyance, nuisance, and
dissatisfaction. However, wind turbines are usually in more rural and remote areas, which
reduces the amount of people close enough to hear the wind turbines. In addition, most of the
noise is masked by environmental ambience, or even wind itself. As technology improves, wind
turbines will also become more silent.52
Noise from wind turbines is generally split into two categories, aerodynamic noise, and
mechanical noise. Aerodynamic noise comes from the flow of air around the blades. This is the
largest source of wind energy. When the winds are more turbulent, or disturbed by a flow
around, the turbine can emit low-frequency noise. Mechanical noise comes from the motion of
mechanical components within the wind turbine. The sources of mechanical energy include the
gearbox, generator, yaw drives, cooling fans, and auxiliary equipment.53
There are many things that can be done to reduce the amount of noise wind turbines
make, and thus reducing the amount of noise the public makes about the wind turbine. This
includes lower tip speed ratios, lower blade angle of attack, upwind designs, and modified blade
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trailing edges.54 It is also important to note that while there are no formal federal noise
regulations in the United States, many states do have noise regulations, and local governments
have noise ordinances. Therefore, when designing a wind farm, it would be necessary to check
these laws, and to make sure the public is not exposed to the noise.
Electromagnetic Interference. Another issue that wind turbines can create is that they can
reflect, scatter, or diffract electromagnetic waves. This means that when a wind turbine, “is
placed between a radio, television, or microwave transmitter and receiver, it can sometimes
reflect portions of the electromagnetic radiation in such a way that the reflected wave interferes
with the original signal arriving at the receiver,” causing the received signal to be distorted.55 To
prevent and lessen interference, a proper site design is key. The type of blades used, a higher
rotational speed, and the size of the wind turbine can all increase or decrease the interference.
Other Environmental Considerations. While wind turbines are such a beneficial source of
renewable energy, they can also produce some inland safety issues. This includes blade throw,
falling or thrown ice, tower failure and collapse, curious citizens climbing and falling, fire
hazards, worker hazards and the effects of electrical and magnetic fields. Many of these are
common safety hazards for other industrial buildings. Many of these problems can be solved in
the simplest of ways by using the best technology possible, proper worker training and safety,
fencing, fire control plans, and proper site location.56
General Politics of Offshore Wind Farms. Offshore wind farms present the current legal
framework with some difficulties because it is often hard to come up with the applicable laws
and there are too few historical case law and statutory interpretations. In addition, “the
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responsibilities for approving the siting and other aspects of wind project implementation are
usually assigned to existing bodies (i.e., local zoning boards) that have had little experience with
wind power – with corresponding regulatory and administrative bottlenecks.”57 Obtaining
permits is required and there are many federal and state agencies that give out permits including
the Army Corps of Engineers, the Coast Guard, the Federal Aviation Administration, as well as
many other state and local government bodies. However,
“locating them offshore eliminates the need for negotiations among multiple landowners
over the locations of turbines and electrical transmission lines. Also, there are more suitable sites
at sea, and the turbines could be anchored on floating platforms far enough from shore to be out of
sight for coastal residents while taking advantage of stronger and more constant offshore winds.
Siting them offshore would avoid complaints about noise that have been voiced by some people
living near land-based wind farms.”58

Block Island Wind Farm Politics. In this section, I will discuss some of the permits and
grants that Deepwater Wind had to acquire to be able to build the Block Island Wind Farm. Due
to the project’s location and components, many federal, state, and local agencies have regulatory
authority over the project:
“The WTGs, Export Cable, and segments of the BITS will be located within Rhode
Island state territorial waters. A segment of the BITS cable route is located on the OCS in federal
territorial waters (Figure 1.1-1). The substation, upland cables, and ancillary Project facilities,
such as construction and laydown staging areas, will be located onshore in the towns of New
Shoreham, Narragansett, and North Kingstown in Washington County, Rhode Island.” 59

Deepwater Wind was required to get an individual permit, “from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act (33 USC 403) and Section
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404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) (33 USC 1344).”60 To obtain these permits, the USACE has
to review the environmental effects and benefits of the projects in accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and other relevant agency specific statutes, regulations and
guidelines. In addition, Deepwater Wind also needed to obtain a Right-of-Way Grant (ROW
Grant) from the U.S. Department of Interior’s (DOI) Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
(BOEM) because a portion of the Block Island Transmission System (BITS) is in federal waters.
The, “federal permitting agencies are also required to comply with Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act (ESA), the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act
(MSFCMA), Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), and Section 307 of
the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA).”61 On the state level, Deepwater Wind needed an
Assent and a submerged land lease from the RI Coastal Resources Management Council
(CRMC) while the Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management (RIDEM) would
review the effect of the Project on the state’s water quality standards and protected species.62
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Figure 9- List of permits, approvals, and consultations taken by Deepwater Wind. Source of Deepwater
Wind and Tetra Tech.

The Cape Wind Project. The Cape Wind Project was a proposed offshore wind farm by
Energy Management Inc., in the Nantucket Sound, off the coast of Cape Cod, Massachusetts.
The project included installing 130 wind turbines that would generate 1,500 GWH and cost $2.6
billion.63 However, the project never came into being as it lost many key contracts and also faced
many licensing and legislative setbacks. In this section, I will focus on the public, licensing, and
legislative, difficulties the project faced.
The Nantucket Sound is home to some of the wealthiest people who saw the wind project
as an interference with their life of luxury. Many argued that installing the turbines was a form of
63
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visual pollution that interfered with their summer home’s view of the water, and would also
endanger the wildlife in the area. In addition to ruining their scenic views, they argued that it
would ruin popular areas for yachting, and decrease their property value. Due to the public
consisting of mostly wealthy people, they were able to throw in big bucks and make political
power plays that interfered with the approval of the wind farm.
As for legislative hurtles, most came from the local and state governments and was due to
the fact that money was being thrown into the political arena over the fight against the wind
farm. Promises of endless litigation and stalling efforts rained down on proponents and
government departments that approved parts of the projects. One of the first such hurdles came
with the approval of the application to build the wind farm by the Massachusetts Energy
Facilities Siting Board (MEFSB). Opponents appealed the decision, but the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court upheld the decision. Another complication came when the Cape Cod
Commission declined to approve Cape Wind citing a lack of study on the impact of the wind
farm to the land and wildlife despite being approved by the Massachusetts Secretary of Energy
and Environmental Affairs. This led to five counts against the certificate of which were filed by
the opposition, though four of them were dismissed and the fifth was not fit for ruling. The
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court also ruled that the state has the power to overrule
community opposition due to the wind farm opponents trying to stop the project’s construction.
The main opposition group was the Alliance to Protect Nantucket Sound (who received many
donations from the wealthy), and mainly used the Endangered Species Act, Migratory Bird
Treaty Act, and National Environmental Policy Act, as arguments to prevent the wind farm.64
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While the wind farm never came into being due to its breach of contracts and lack of site
specific data in order to obtain all the necessary approvals, it showcases the political arena that
offshore wind farms deal with. This makes it even more important for developers to consider the
sites they chose and what kind of local opposition they may encounter.

Chapter 4. Analyzing the Economics of an Offshore Wind Farm
Renewable energy is beneficial in protecting the environment, and while it may seem like the
most sensible option because it reduces emissions, it can be costly to create. However, wind
farms are still practical because of the energy savings, the reduced cost of electricity, health
benefits, and positive environmental impacts that they create. In this chapter, I will analyze the
costs and benefits (including financial, social, and environmental) of creating an offshore wind
farm. I will also include incentives to expand wind energy and address its slow start in the United
States. Lastly, I will discuss the economics of the Block Island Wind Farm and analyze its firstyear impact.
Costs. This section deals with the financial costs of an offshore wind farm due to
environmental impacts and its location. Costs of a wind farm tend to vary widely because of
location Currently, offshore wind projects cost a lot of money to create and are often more
expensive to install than on land. It is estimated that offshore projects cost between $100 to $300
million, which is approximately 50 to 100% more than on land projects.65 There can be a very
large cost to build per megawatt of capacity, but this cost is reduced by building bigger wind
turbines. This is because there will be a smaller number of barges, ships, and cranes needed per
megawatt installed. Not only do large wind turbines capture more winds, but the wind offshore is
much stronger and therefore provides more energy. To show comparison: “a 300-MW onshore
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wind farm would probably use 150 to 200 turbines, whereas an offshore wind farm of the same
capacity would probably use fewer than 100 turbines.”66
In addition, the cost on land is broken down as follows from the costliest component to
the least costly: wind turbines (70%), internal connections (7%), grid connections (7%), other
costs (7%), foundations (6%) and engineering (3%).67 Whereas for offshore wind farms the cost
is broken down as follows from the costliest component to the least costly: wind turbines (50%),
grid connection (18%), foundations (16%), other costs (7%), internal connections (5%), and
engineering (4%).68 There is less of a percentage cost for off shore wind turbines because fewer,
but larger ones are being made, and also because grid connection and foundation costs are much
higher at sea. Grid connection costs are higher for offshore wind farms because the farms are out
in the ocean, and the power lines can only be connected underground. Digging underground
through the hard seabed all the way to the shore increases this portion of the cost. This is also
why the foundation costs tend to be higher than onshore; the foundation needs to be dug into the
seabed, and the water depth can make this more difficult and costly.
There are many other parts that generate costs when building a wind farm. The
availability of being on can be a cost because there are days where the wind farm cannot
generate electricity due to maintenance or unscheduled repairs. It is also important to consider
the lifetime of the system, usually estimated at about 20-30 years (or more as technology
increases). Due to the high initial costs of a wind farm, money is often borrowed, which accrues
a cost that will need to be paid back. Lastly, the operation and maintenance costs per year for a
wind turbine generally range from 1.5% to 3% of the original turbine cost.69 For offshore wind
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farms, this cost is even higher because everything is out at sea. Unscheduled maintenance costs
can largely be reduced or avoided by routine checks, periodic maintenance, periodic testing,
blade cleaning, electrical equipment maintenance, and using the best technology available.
The Value of Wind Energy. Wind energy is traditionally valued by the direct savings it
produces by using wind than another energy alternative. These avoided costs are generally the
reduction of fuel that would be consumed from a conventional generating plant. While avoided
costs are beneficial for wind energy, it is solely not enough to be economically feasible on its
own which is why environmental and social benefits are usually factored into the economic
calculation for wind energy. There are a variety of environmental benefits that result from the
use of wind energy because it does not generate a significant amount of air emissions like
nitrogen, sulfur, and carbon dioxide. A reduction in these pollutants leads to a variety of health
benefits, while also decreasing the amount of acid rain and global warming. Therefore, revenue
is based on avoided costs and the monetarized environmental benefits.70
Incorporating wind energy into an electricity producing system can also result in fuel
savings. This is because using wind energy can reduce the demand for other generating plants
that require fossil fuel input. Since the price to use wind energy is cheaper than burning fossil
fuels, the electric grid will first use wind energy, and then use the fossil fuels to fill the rest of the
grid with energy.
Positive and Negative Economic Aspects and Health Risk Perceptions. In this section, I
will continue to expand on positive and negative economic aspects and health impacts.
There is a plethora of positive economic aspects that wind farms create. These include,
“creation of jobs and other economic opportunities, local tax revenue and/or lower tax rates for
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individuals, increased tourism, reduced electricity rates and landowner compensation,”71 though
it is important to make sure that landowner compensation does not take the form of bribery.
There are many non-monetary forms of compensation that can make residents feel less like they
are being dismissed, and these include creating designated wildlife habitats, supporting local
community projects. Local members could also form a community investment so that they have
more of an influence in the development of the wind farm.
While there are a lot of positive economic aspects, there are many negative economic
aspects that companies should not overlook when considering to create a wind farm. These
include, “reduced property values, decreased tourism, increased traffic, exacerbating economic
inequality, impacts to fishing and other recreational opportunities, and increased electricity
rates.”72 While there have not been enough studies done to see the actual impact of reduced
property values due to living near a wind farm, there tends to be a perception of property value
impacts. Tourism goes both ways because a new wind farm in an area can attract many
onlookers, but depending on the area, it could deter people from visiting an area. This was one of
the many complaints that the opposition used against the creation of the Cape Wind Project
because they thought it would harm yachting and fishing activities. Lastly, in certain areas,
electricity rates could actually increase. This is why it is imperative for developers to study the
location of the proposed wind farm; to make sure that they can help a community by decreasing
the electric rates. Windier areas are picked due to their large amount of electricity generation.
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Though health risks were discussed in chapter 2, it is important to elaborate on them
further from an economic perspective. The main problem that people have with the turbines is
the annoyance they cause. Many people are worried about how annoying they sound or look, and
whether it can cause sleep disturbance, negative emotions, or other health related effects. In fact,
there was a study that showed, “that residents’ level of annoyance with wind turbine sound is
strongly influenced by their level of annoyance with the visual impact of turbines.”73 Luckily,
offshore wind farms serve as a solution because they are often too far away for residents to be
exposed to the sound, leaving only the possibility of a visual impact to cause annoyance and
stress if the wind farms are located near the shore. However, the public often does not understand
that they will not be exposed to the sound, and often exaggerate the visual impact of the wind
farm out of worry that their property values could decrease.
Economic Barriers for Wind Energy. While wind energy is very beneficial to the
environment, it is not always economically feasible. The main cost of wind turbines stems from
the initial construction costs as a result of high capital costs. In addition, the cost of integrating
wind power into existing electric power systems is very high, though it is possible, and is being
done with today’s technology. Many utilities are not always quick to adapt to wind energy
because of the lack of planning experience with wind energy. There are certain maximum limits
that may be reached with wind generation, and the excess energy will need to be considered by
forecasting (estimating the expected production), and also preparing a short-term energy storage
system that can be accessed and used during peak hours.74
Providing Economic Incentives for Wind Energy. Promoting wind energy should be a top
priority for governments because of all the extended benefits it reaps. There are many financial
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and tax incentives used for wind energy including capital tax credits, production tax credits,
premium energy prices, special loans, favorable interest rates, and favorable depreciation.75
There are also general support programs for just general market stimulation, or specific ones for
wind energy including, “public funds for R&D programs, public funds for demonstration
projects, direct support of investment cost (% of total cost or based on kW installed), support
through the use of premium price of electricity from wind systems, and the use of renewable
energy or ‘green’ certificates.”76 Many countries with successful wind energy programs like
Germany actually mandate guaranteed, above market rate for wind-generated electricity. In the
United States, most incentives are tax ones in the form of investment or production tax credits. It
is important to monetarize the environmental benefits because this makes wind energy much
more cost efficient. The same can also be done by monetarizing the negative impacts on the
environment that oil and gas have because these are not considered with the cheap cost fuel.
A Slow Start. Offshore wind farms had a slow beginning in the United States. There were
a variety of factors contributing to this including, “too much cheap natural gas in the market,
onshore wind and solar were cheaper alternatives, power prices were not high enough to provide
good returns for developers, and ‘Not In My BackYard’ politics were too strong for fledgling
wind developers to overcome.”77 Prices per kWH were also very high (22 cents per kWh) in
order to make up the investment. However, offshore wind energy is expanding in the United
States with many developmental plans in action. Newer, bigger machines have kept costs low, in
addition to better technology. Prices are now down to 13 to 16 cents per kWh, which is cheaper
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than fossil or transmission alternatives in certain areas like Long Island. The price is still
expected to decrease, especially because Europe has offshore wind valued at 10 cents per kWh in
some instances.78
Block Island Wind Farm Economics. In this section, I will provide some economic and
social benefits of the Block Island Wind Farm, and then discuss the wind farm’s economic
impact during its first year of operation.
The turbines of the Block Island Wind Farm have the capacity to generate 6 megawatts of
power during its lifetime, which is enough to power 5,000 homes.79 In addition, “each turbine
produces 21,000 fewer tons of CO2 than fossil fuels to generate the same amount of energy,”80
which leads to a number of health benefits because of the reduction in air pollution and
greenhouse gas emissions. In fact, the wind farm has successfully shut down a diesel power plant
that had previously been powering the island.
Currently, the Block Island Wind Farm has been open for a year. While people often cite
the visual impact of a wind farm for not wanting it, Block Island has actually had an increase in
tourism. Boating businesses have been created to take people out to see the wind farm. Even the
recreational fishing industry has benefited because on a bad day of fishing, people usually visit
the wind farm. While the wind farm has been open since December 2016, it only started
powering homes in May 2017. Since then, “the average customer who used 500 kilowatt hours a
month saved $20 on their electric bill.”81 However, mainland residents are facing a higher bill
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due to the construction of a substation to connect to the mainland. Therefore, these residents are
paying five extra cents per KWH due to the increased cost of the substation, and after six years
their bills should go down by 20%.82 Deepwater Wind has also provided the island with fiber
optic cable so residents could have high-speed internet access; however, the island never made
plans to connect to it so many residents still do not have broadband access.

Chapter 5. Conclusion: What’s on the Way?
Offshore wind energy is on its way to becoming a popular and efficient source of renewable
energy in the United States. Approximately 80% of the United States electricity demand is
located in coastal cities that could use offshore wind energy. In fact, America’s potential offshore
wind energy could double the nation’s demand for electricity.83 While it has been faced with
many design, political, and economic challenges, offshore wind energy is about to breakthrough
especially since the Block Island Wind Farm has been so successful as America’s first offshore
wind farm. In this Chapter, I would advise the United States to move away from coal to reduce
its greenhouse gas emissions, and to perfect renewable energy technology before it is too late. I
also encourage investment in research and development, while also creating policies that make
the creation of a wind farm more streamlined. Lastly, I will describe how the Block Island Wind
Farm is continuing to be a model for future offshore wind farms, and the challenges the nation
faces.
Moving Away from Coal. Coals depletion is inevitable. A growing world economy will
require more energy, and as oil begins to decline, there will be a greater demand for coal. The
US Department of Energy is predicting that a growing world economy and a decline in oil
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supplies would lead to a large increase in the consumption of coal. Under these circumstances,
an economic growth rate of 0% would lead to coal being depleted in the year 2158, 1.5% would
be 2080, 2.2% would be 2071, and 3.1% would be 2062.84 If this is the case, then global
warming and climate change would become an even greater threat, making it all the more
necessary to turn to renewable energy. However, in the United States, the current president has
vowed to revive the dying industry and increase coal production.
Coal has been on a large decline. Natural gas has driven down coal prices and has made
coal uncompetitive in United States electricity markets. Natural gas is responsible for, 49% of
the decline of domestic United States coal consumption, while lower than expected demand is
responsible for 26%, and renewable energy is responsible for 18%.85 Furthermore, “coal has also
faced growing competition from renewable energy, with solar costs falling 85 percent between
2008 and 2016 and wind costs falling 36 percent.”86 President Trump’s plan to change President
Obama’s environmental regulations can definitely help the coal industry, but that would require
natural gas and renewable energy prices to increase. Furthermore, China’s economic and
reduction in coal demand has lowered the price for coal around the world and also reduced
United States exports. According to Columbia University’s Center on Global Energy Policy’s
article, Can Coal Make a Comeback, their modeling, “projects a modest recovery to 2013 levels
of just under 1 billion tons a year. Under the worst-case scenario, output falls to 600 million tons
a year. A plausible range of US coal mining employment in these scenarios ranges from 70,000
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to 90,000 in 2020, and 64,000 to 94,000 in 2025 and 2030 -- lower than anything the US
experienced before 2015.”87 Therefore, President Trump’s effort to help the coal industry will
not be beneficial for America. Not only does coal lead to more environmental damage, but it
does not improve America’s economic conditions, making it even more necessary to focus on
renewable energy.
The Current State. The United States has had a lot of proposed offshore wind projects in
the past couple years. At the end of 2015, the Department of the Interior granted 11 commercial
leases for offshore wind development, which would support up to 14.6 gigawatts of capacity.88
In 2016, the first offshore wind farm went into commercial use. Furthermore, many fossil fuels,
nuclear, and some renewable generators are getting old and costly which makes it a more than a
perfect time to implement a strong offshore wind energy plan.
The Department of Energy (DOE) and Department of Interior (DOI). The DOE and the
DOI have banded together, “to facilitate the development of a robust and sustainable offshore
wind industry in the United States.”89 They each have a set of actions and objectives: “The DOE
aims to reduce the levelized cost of energy through technological advancement to compete with
local electricity costs, and create the conditions necessary to support DOE’s Wind Vision
study…by supporting the coexistence of offshore wind with the environment, coastal
communities, and other users of ocean space,” while the, “DOI aims to enhance its regulatory
program to ensure that oversight processes are well-informed and adaptable, avoid unnecessary
burdens, and provide transparency and certainty for the regulated community and stakeholders. 90
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The Opportunity. While offshore wind still faces a few challenges, there are still many
opportunities for the United States with the incorporation of offshore wind energy. Firstly,
offshore wind resources are obviously abundant. There is a potential for 2,058 gigawatts of
offshore wind resource to be accessible in the United States. waters with existing technology,
which would be an energy output of 7,200 terawatt-hours per year.91 As stated before, this would
double the total electric generation of the United States in 2015.
Offshore wind energy is also predicted to be as cost effective as other sources of energy
in certain parts of the country. It is expected that cost reductions will be below $100 per
megawatt-hour by 2025, and more widely in 2030.92 In areas with high electricity costs and ideal
wind farm locations like the Northeast, wind energy could become cost-competitive within the
next decade.
Deploying offshore wind energy could also lead to many electrical system benefits for
system operators, utilities, and ratepayers. Wind energy has the ability to lower wholesale
electricity prices in many markets because of its low marginal costs of production, and the fact
that offshore wind is strong at peak hours in many regions.
There are also many positive environmental and economic external benefits that can be
incurred with the development of offshore wind energy in the United States. If there is a
deployment level of 86 GW of offshore wind by 2050, the national benefits include,
“a 1.8% reduction in cumulative greenhouse gas emissions…[which] could save $50 billion in
avoided global damage, decreased air pollution from other emissions [in which] the United States
could save $2 billion in avoided mortality, morbidity, and economic damages from…reductions in
emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and fine particulates, reduced water consumption by
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5% [in the electric power sector], energy diversity and security, [and] $440 million in annual lease
payments into the U.S. Treasury and approximately $680million in annual property tax payments,
as well as support approximately 160,000 gross jobs in coastal regions around the country.” 93

There is a clear potential for offshore wind energy with many economic, technological, and
quality of life improvements. With all the potential benefits and challenges in mind, I will lay out
a federal government policy recommendation that closely follows the National Offshore Wind
Energy Strategy of both the DOE and the DOI.
Federal Government Policy Recommendations and Strategies. Along with the
collaboration of both the DOE and the DOI, the three of the top priorities for offshore wind farm
expansion should be reducing costs, improving technology, and improving site characterization.
To reduce costs and improve technology, the departments should invest in research and
development that advance wind energy technology, especially technology that is adapted to the
United States’ offshore conditions. To improve wind site characterization, the departments can,
“help establish metocean data collection guidelines (e.g., wind, wave, water current, and tidal
condition measurements) that increase the comparability and usefulness of data for wind project
design.”94
Collaboration among the wind energy community can also help advance U.S. offshore
wind energy. One idea the DOE proposes is, “a consortium that crosscuts the domestic offshore
wind community operating under a joint industry project,” because it, “could potentially
jumpstart the nation’s industry through the systems approach to addressing the key U.S.-specific
technological challenges.”95
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Another key action would be to develop offshore wind energy design standards. This
would, “provide certainty to regulators, developers, and the financial community regarding the
quality and safety of turbine and substructure designs.”96 Standards are important because it
ensures the reliability of offshore wind systems across the industry, and it can also require
systems that are in areas prone to extreme weather patterns to be optimized.
While standards are important for ensuring efficient and technologically sound offshore
wind farms, the DOI should also, “optimize the regulatory process to increase certainty for
offshore wind developers and stakeholders while continuing to provide
effective stewardship.”97 This will ensure that development does not drag on due to lengthy
government practices especially when a company meets the necessary requirements for their
proposed offshore wind farm. Some ideas include creating a regulatory roadmap, creating an
intergovernmental task force, and enhancing interagency coordination. In addition, while the
DOE and DOI has been monitoring the impacts on biological resources and human communities
of offshore wind farms, they should continue to invest in research. Research in this case is
important because it can be relied on to properly educate the public and lawmakers on the
impacts of an offshore wind farm.98
The North and Mid-Atlantic regions combined contain some of the best locations for an
offshore wind farm. Developers should continue to look in these areas when deciding where to
construct their offshore wind farms, and Bureau of Ocean Energy Management should
strengthen its planning and leasing processes, especially in this region.99
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The Block Island Wind Farm is also being monitored by the Federal government because
it is the first offshore wind farm in the United States. While the wind farm has had a relatively
successful debut year, they are continuing to monitor their impact which is important for future
offshore wind farm developments. Deepwater Wind has partnered with researchers on a pilot
study, “aimed at helping scientists track bird and bat activity and their migration patterns off the
Atlantic Coast using a tracking station installed on one of the wind farm’s turbine towers.”100
Deepwater Wind has put up a tracking station on turbine number 1; ‘“The tracking station
contains four antennas, plus a receiver that collects data on the migrating patterns of birds and
bats that scientists have previously tagged with tiny, very high-frequency transmitters, weighing
less than 1.5 grams each. These transmitters provide data on any tagged species that fly within a
20-mile radius of the wind farm.’”101 The study is important because it can help guide the
industry balance renewable energy development and the conservation of wildlife. It will also
provide hard data to be used for an offshore wind farm’s environmental impact.
The Challenges. Offshore wind farms have the benefit of producing electricity at low
long-term fixed costs, which could reduce electricity price and increase energy security as
compared to the volatility of fossil fuel prices. However, there are a few challenges that need to
be overcome in order to realize the full benefits of offshore wind energy in America. These
challenges include: “reducing the costs and technical risks associated with domestic offshore
wind development, supporting stewardship of U.S. waters by providing regulatory certainty and
understanding and mitigating environmental risks of offshore wind development, and increasing
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understanding of the benefits and costs of offshore wind energy.”102 Money, time, education,
research, and development are all important factors and what should be focused on for
progressing America’s offshore wind strategy.
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